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Organizational



Personal information

my email address: marius.frinken@fau.de
PGP encrypted mails are preferred!
my PGP fingerprint:
F4BD 7ED4 96A5 9BA6 9FD6 901C 1EEC 9B1B 8CD5 3DA1

mailto:marius.frinken@fau.de


Evaluation

Get your TAN and use it here: https://eva.fau.de/

Please fill out the form until 26th January 2019, 12:00 (noon)

My proper first name is Marius, don’t be fooled by your TAN ;)

https://eva.fau.de/


KALAH Tournament

see https:

//fsi.cs.fau.de/forum/thread/16932-Kalah-Tournament

https://fsi.cs.fau.de/forum/thread/16932-Kalah-Tournament
https://fsi.cs.fau.de/forum/thread/16932-Kalah-Tournament


Homework 9



Problems 9.2 - common errors

WRONG

RIGHT
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Problems 9.2 - common errors

WRONG RIGHT



Problem 9.3

(show solution)

Conclusion: it’s just simple transformations / clever usage of
definitions



Homework 10



Recap Tableaux I



Recap Tableaux II



Recap Tableaux III



Example

(see blackboard)



CNF

Conjunctive Normal Form:
Formula: Φ = C0 ∧ C1 ∧ ... ∧ Cn

Clause: Ci = L0 ∨ L1 ∨ ... ∨ Lm
Literal: Li ∈ {¬X ,X} where X is a variable



Recap Resolution I



Recap Resolution II



Recap Resolution III



Recap Resolution IV



Implicit Rule Here:

You need to swap C from 5.31 or A or B from 5.26 with ⊥ and
then use this “rule”: (⊥ ∨ A) ⇔ A, in order to actually work with
resolution.

Example 5.26:(black board)



Example

(see blackboard)



Problem 10.1

(have a look at the assignment)
“rewriting the formulae using equivalences until you arrive at an
obvious tautology” ⇒ see the forum: https://fsi.cs.fau.de/

forum/thread/16935-Exercise-10-1-Tips-for-Rewriting

DO NOT FORGET TO ANSWER: “Can you identify any
advantages or disadvantage of the calculi, and in which
situations?”

https://fsi.cs.fau.de/forum/thread/16935-Exercise-10-1-Tips-for-Rewriting
https://fsi.cs.fau.de/forum/thread/16935-Exercise-10-1-Tips-for-Rewriting


Problem 10.2

(have a look at the assignment)

see the forum at https:
//fsi.cs.fau.de/forum/thread/16955-10-2-NP-Complete

YOU ONLY HAVE TO PROVE
NP-HARDNESS!

https://fsi.cs.fau.de/forum/thread/16955-10-2-NP-Complete
https://fsi.cs.fau.de/forum/thread/16955-10-2-NP-Complete


Problem 10.2

Hint 2
Any problem that subsumes the SAT problem is correspondingly
NP -complete -hard as well (“subsumes” in the sense of: The SAT
problem can be reduced to the given problem in polynomial time).

Now in plain English

Assume you have a solver for SAT. Your solver can be divided in
two parts A and B. If you show that what B does is polynomial
bound e.g. only depends linearly on the input to your solver, then
what A does has to be NP-Hard.
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NP-what?



Misc: Questions, Anecdotes & etc



Questions?

I have prepared something about NP-Completeness and also we
could go over 9.3 in detail, if you like...
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